
SOCK MONSTER 
Supplies:  
● 1 pair of socks 
● batting/stuffing 
● Needle 
● Thread  
● Buttons 
● Bits of felt 
● Sharpie (not included) 
● Pins (not included) 
● Scissors (not included) 

Instructions: 
1. Flip one sock It inside out. Grab the heel section and fold it together in bumps so that 

it looks like lips when you turn the sock right side out. Sew the lips in a straight line. 
2. Outline the top of your monster so that it has ears or antennae. They don’t have to be 

even. 
3. Sew along the outline you drew. Use small, close together stitches and tie strong 

knots at the ends.  
4. Draw your outline for the legs. Don’t connect the legs because you will stuff your 

monster here. 
5. Sew up the legs with a tight stitch. Don’t not sew across the groin to connect the 

legs or you won’t be able to sew it up! 
6. Cut just outside your outline. Don’t snip your sewing. 
7. Turn it right side out and Stuff it! Start at the top and work out bumps as you go. 

Stuff as much as you want.  
8. Sew up the hole. Fold over the raw edges and sew it shut. It doesn’t have to be 

perfect. 
9. If you have enough sock leftover, you can use it to make the arms. Otherwise, use 

your second sock! Flip it inside out. Outline the arms and stitch along edges. 
10. Cut out the arms and stuff them. 
11. Leave a bit of raw edge so you can fold it over. 
12. Thread needle and knot the end. Pull the needle from the inside of the arm to out 

through both parts of the folded over end. This hides the thread and knot. 



13. Place the arms where you want them (pin if needed). Do a loop stitch through the 
arm and body until the arm is completely affixed! 

14. Sew a button onto a layer of felt.  
15. Trim around to form a circle.  
16. Sew first layer to second layer. Repeat for second eye. 
17. Sew eyes on the monster.  
18. Make a tummy or other decorations with a small piece of felt and sew it on. Your 

sewing doesn’t have to be perfect! It’s a monster. 
 
For a step by step photo tutorial, go here: 
http://myinspirationindex.blogspot.com/2010/03/ahh-real-monsters-tutorial.html 

http://myinspirationindex.blogspot.com/2010/03/ahh-real-monsters-tutorial.html

